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The work is a typical example of Lowry's unique visual language, into which the artist had matured
after many years of tuition under his French art tutor: Adolphe Valette (1876–1942), who pioneered ...
Did you know that L. S. Lowry was taught by a French Impressionist?
In the oft-written story of art’s horizon-shifting Impressionist movement ... describes Cassatt as “one
of the most modern and intriguing figures in American art of the late 19th century”.
Monet, Manet and Mary: the woman who helped put Impressionism on the map
Get inspired this summer by learning more about history's iconic paintings of this sun-soaked season.
If one painting captures your imagination, visit the suggested online sources to learn about these ...
Get inspired by iconic depictions of summer
PARIS.-Cherry Blossoms is Damien Hirst’. The Cherry Blossoms series reinterprets, with playful irony,
the traditional subject of landscape painting. Hirst combines thick brushstrokes and elements of ...
Damien Hirst's first museum exhibition in France opens at the Fondation Cartier
The Reading Theater Project has announced the return to live, in-person performance with "In Nature’s
Studio: Live Performances in the Arboretum" outdoors at the Reading Public Museum on July 25 ...
Reading Theater Project plans outdoor production; Broadway Series announced [Spotlight]
Inspired by both the natural world and the man-made one, artist Caleb Meyer has created new works that
he is showing this month at Horizon Fine Art.
Meyer brings new works at Horizon
Damien Hirst and Science Ltd. All rights reserved, DACS 2019 “The Cherry Blossoms are about beauty and
life and death. They’re ...
Damien Hirst Cherry Blossoms opens at Cartier Foundation
20-61) The first volume of Laure Conan’s collected works contains a remarkable painting, an
impressionist landscape done by the author ... 188-211) As it enters the modern age during the Quiet
...
Writing in the Father's House: The Emergence of the Feminine in the Quebec Literary Tradition
“It is an unusual, modern still-life composition ... Sisley was an Impressionist dedicated to painting
landscape ‘en plein air’ (outside). “There are larger and more iconic Monet paintings ...
7 must-see works at NGV’s French Impressionism exhibition
Dr Hanson said many people associate Impressionism with Monet or Renoir – outdoor light and landscape –
but she ... origins of this important moment in modern art history.
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Boston’s Impressionists open at the National Gallery of Victoria
Inspired by Monet's art, Palmié travelled to France in 1905, where he met the master in Giverny in 1906
and created a series of paintings with landscape motifs. Before that, Palmié had followed the ...
At the Port of Honefleur,
Curator Kaylin Weber points out “the thickly painted impressionist suggestion of an idealized
landscape.” But she lets “idealized” linger a moment. It’s a damning word when things aren ...
Monet to Matisse: Bemberg exhibition offers Houstonians masterpieces that would otherwise require
travel
Note: During the coronavirus pandemic, masks may be required in some galleries, as well as maintaining
at least 6 feet distance from others. As the county’s rules and galleries’ hours may change, ...
How to see Marin artworks online and in person
Rendered in a distinctive style akin to Neo-Impressionism, Simbari's works employ broad swatches of
bright pastel hues to form stylized representations of people and places. His oeuvre features ...
Nicola Simbari
The photographs show the evolution of Vietnam from a theater of war to a modern nation scarred by ...
Lê highlights the enveloping landscape. “We think of the US military as so overwhelming ...
Exploring the Landscape of Conflict and Division at the Amon Carter Museum of American Art
Gallery staff hang paintings by Russell Drysdale (L-R The Cricketers, Picture of Donald Friend and
Woman in a Landscape ... same year Drysdale experienced modern painting at first-hand and ...
From the Archives, 1981: Russell Drysdale, outback visionary, dies
If you want to be mystified, awed, undone by an art show this summer, “Cézanne Drawing” at New York’s
Museum of Modern Art should ... distills a pleasant landscape into a prismatic field ...
Want to go deep inside a great artist’s mind? MoMA’s Cézanne exhibition is the one to see this summer.
Four landscape paintings and a still-life painting from the late Samsung chairman’s collection, painted
in the 1960s and ’70s by Oh Ji-ho, who explored impressionism, will be on display at the ...
Works from Lee Kun-hee’s collection to be unveiled in Gwangju, Daegu
A new flavor of paintings by Montana artist Caleb Meyer combines his skill of the palette knife with
some contemporary scenes of cities and bikes, alongside his more signature landscapes ...
Caleb Meyer coming to Horizon on Saturday
“Machine à coudre avec parapluies dans un paysage surréaliste” will be offered for auction during the
“Impressionist & Modern Art ... in a Surrealist Landscape” could climb, however ...
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